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Project Outcomes:
In this project the children investigate the concept of legacy, giving consideration as to how different people/times
are remembered and for what reasons. They study the Ancient Greeks and the legacies they left in the world. The
children extend their learning about democracy as part of this project, recognising its origin in Ancient Greece.
The focus then turns to the children, planning and formulating the legacy they wish to leave on society, giving
consideration to why we have positive or negative impressions of people, things and places. They evaluate
whether it is better to be remembered for significant world-renowned achievements or for the positive impact
they make personally on people’s lives.

Spiritual
Outcomes:



We show courage as we reflect and seek to decide the legacy we wish to leave in our world and make changes as required to ensure we meet our goals.

Moral
Outcomes:




We understand the benefits to ourselves and others to make a good impression in the world.
We endeavour to make good choices to ensure we are a positive role model to the rest of the school.

Social
Outcomes:




We are able to reflect on our own contribution to society, considering the impression we give people based on our behaviours.
We are able to discuss and debate issues in a respectful manner, adding to or challenging someone else’s view point as appropriate.

Cultural
Outcomes:




We can explain the influence ancient times have had in shaping our modern day society.
We learn about how other cultures show respect and their ‘belonging’ to a community and consider what we need to do to show that we belong to our
community.

